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CAL MODE PROGRAMMING FOR CASTON II 
 

1. Make sure that the battery is fully charged. Plug in the battery connector into the battery 
connect cable in the back of the scale.  Make sure that the battery is securely fastened. 

 
2. Find the calibration port located underneath the scale towards the front center.  There is an 

Allen bolt (hex wrench) covering the calibration port. Remove the bolt. Inside the calibration 
port there is a switch.  This is SW1. Use a flat tipped tool to push and hold down SW1 while 
you turn the scale on by pressing the “ON” key on the front of the scale. 

 
3. Once the display shows  “CAL”,  release  SW1.  “CAL”  will flash 3 times and then the 

display will scroll   “OFF=CLEAr     ZEro=E-rESoLUtion     tArE=SPAn-rESoLUtion     
HOLd=SEt”  continuously.  This is the main menu. 

 
4. The right most key is the  “HOLD”  key.  Press the  “HOLD”  key.  The display will read  “C-

SEt”, then scroll  “diSPLAY rESoLUtio”, and then finally show a number.  This number is  
the scale’s display resolution (Capacity ÷ division). As an example if the scales capacity is 
5000LBS and the division is 2 then 2 divided into 5000 = 2500. The capacity and the division 
should be on the front panel. 

 
5. To change  this number you may use the keys in the following manner: 

 
KEY Functions as… 

ZERO Clear key:  sets the displayed number to 0. 
OFF Increments the rightmost digit of the displayed number. 

TARE Will multiply the displayed number by a factor of 10. 
HOLD Enter key:  saves the displayed data & moves on to the next step. 

Table 1.0 
 

6. If you are done setting the scale’s display resolution, press the  “HOLD”  key.  The display 
will then scroll the following message:  “diviSiOn”  and then display a number.  This number 
is the scale’s division  and can only be set to certain values that can be selected from menu 1. 

Division
0.01 
0.02 
0.05 
0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
1 
2 
5 
10 
20 
50 

 
 
 
 
 
Note:  Even though you may select any of the 
values from the table, only certain values will 
work with certain capacities. 

Menu 1 
To change the division setting you may use the keys as described in Table 1.0. 
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This is a “Table of Contents preview” for quality assurance 

The full manual can be found at http://the-checkout-tech.com/estore/catalog/ 

 

We also offer free downloads, a free keyboard layout designer, cable diagrams, free help and 
support. 

http://the-checkout-tech.com : the biggest supplier of cash register and scale manuals on the net 
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